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Abstract
Virtual axis machine tool is widely used in the machining process of complicated
curved surface, pointing on the uncertain factors that exists in the virtual axis machine
tool system will affect the process accuracy of the virtual axis machine tool, also take the
problem that the upper bound of the interference of the actual system are unable to be
measured into considering, in this paper, a sliding model control scheme with upper
bound adaptive learning based on RBF networks, and the proposed scheme is realized in
the MATLAB platform. The simulation results revealed that compared with the traditional
sliding model control, the proposed control algorithm has the good performance on
position tracking, the error upper bound prediction, chattering reducing, fasting
convergence and so forth.
Keywords: Virtual axis machine tool, Uncertain factors, RBF, The error upper bound
prediction, Chattering

1. Introduction
Currently, Virtual axis machine tool is widely used in the machining process of
complicated curved surface[1,2],comparing with traditional machine tool, the virtual axis
machine tool have the features with big stiffness , high precision, tight structure, small
motion inertia, good cutting stability and so forth[3],but the performance of the virtual
axis machine tool will be affected by the factors, such as manufacturing and assembly
errors, clearances, errors caused by steady state cutting load and the gravity, thermal
deformation error and so on[4].
So ,many control schemes have been proposed to solve those, the main method
include: error compensation control method[5],model-based adaptive control method and
so on[6],the error compensation control method is mainly for a specific virtual axis
machine tool, and for a particular error factors such as friction, vibration, gravity,
therefore, the error compensation control method does not have versatility, the modelbased adaptive control method is not only difficult to achieve, and also due to its control
precision depends on the accuracy of the model, we need to establish accurate
mathematical model of virtual axis machine tool in advance. Because of the complexity of
the virtual axis machine tool and uncertainty of interference in machining, establish its
mathematical model is very difficult, and the model is often very difficult to be used in
the actual.
Because the virtual axis machine tool is a highly nonlinear system, there are a lot of
interference factors, so conventional control strategy is difficult to meet the requirements
of the control, sliding model, sliding mode variable structure can effectively solve the
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nonlinear problem, have strong robustness for the parameter uncertainties and external
disturbance[7], thereby it provides a good solution for complex system.
Adaptive sliding mode variable structure control is the combination of sliding mode
variable structure control and adaptive control, which is a new type of control strategy to
solve the problem of parameter uncertain systems control, many scholars have a lot of
research work in this aspect, some solutions are obtained[8],in the literature[9] ,the
adaptive backstepping and sliding mode variable structure control method is to combine
to realize the adaptive sliding mode variable structure control, but this kind of algorithm is
just for linear systems.
In the literature[10], a dynamic adaptive variable structure controller is designed,
realized control of nonlinear systems with uncertainty and unknown disturbance robust,
but it is only for a class of linearization of nonlinear minimum phase systems.
In general, the sliding mode control system must know the upper bound of the
uncertainty ,but the interference value upper bound of the actual system generally cannot
be measured[11].So, in this paper, a sliding model control scheme with upper bound
adaptive learning based on RBF networks has been proposed, in the scheme ,RBF neural
network was adopted to realize adaptive learning on the upper bound of the interference,
and the chattering phenomenon existing in the sliding mode control can effectively be
reduced.

2. Control System for Virtual Axis Machine Tool
The tool of the virtual axis machine tool has been fixed in a moving platform with
6-DOF, the moving of the tool has been controlled by the moving platform with 6 DOF.

Figure 1. The Parallel Mechanism of a 6-DOF Virtual Axis Machine Tool
In the 6-DOF virtual axis machine tool, the spatial position of its moving
platform is a complex nonlinear function of each joint and there needs decoupling
between each branch. So,in this paper we take the sliding model control as the
control scheme for virtual axis machine tool,The control system of the virtual axis
machine tool by using the sliding model control was shown in Figure 2,in Figure 2,
the 1r , 2r ,… 、 6r stand for the desired position of the motor of each joint
respectively; 1 , 2 ,…, 6 stand for the actual position of the motor of each joint
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respectively, due to its designing process natural decoupled by using sliding mode
control system, therefore, each branch adopted the closed-loop control structure
respectively, the control system is not sensitive to the parameter variations and
external disturbance that existed in the system.

Figure 4. The Control System of the Virtual Axis Machine Tool

3. System Description
The main title (on the first page) should begin 1 3/16 inches (7 picas) from the top edge
of the page, centered, and in Times New Roman 14-point, boldface type. Capitalize the
first letter of nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs; do not capitalize articles,
coordinate conjunctions, or prepositions (unless the title begins with such a word). Please
initially capitalize only the first word in other titles, including section titles and first,
second, and third-order headings (for example, “Titles and headings” — as in these
guidelines). Leave two blank lines after the title.
Supposed the control plant as:

  f ( , )  bu  f d

(1)

Where b  0 ,  is Angular displacement,  is angular velocity, f
uncertainty, f d is external disturbance, the control input is
The Equation(1)was rewrite as



and b is

u.

b1   b1 f ( , )  u  t   b1 f d

(2)

1
1
Supposed M  b 1 , h( ,  )  b f ( ,  ) , d  t   b f d , then Equation(2)has

been changed as:

M   h( , )  u  t   d  t 

(3)

Assume that the M and h( , ) are consisted with certainty and uncertainty, then
M  M n  M
(4)
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h( ,  )  hn ( ,  )  h( ,  )

(5)

Where M n and hn ( , ) are certainty, M and h( ,  ) stand uncertainty,
By equation (3)to(5) we can get:

M n   hn ( ,  )  u (t )   (t )

(6)

 (t )  M   h( , )  d (t )

(7)

Where
Supposed the nominal model a

M n  hn ( , )  u1

(8)

The total control rule is:

u  u1  u0

(9)

M n  hn ( ,  )  u1  u0   (t )

(10)

By equation(6),

Where u1 stand for the control rule by using nominal model, u0 is the control rule
of compensation,


Assume the upper bound of the uncertainty as  (t ) , then


|  (t ) |  (t )

(11)

4. Design for Controller
The system has been divided into two part(nominal model and uncertainty),the nominal
model part was controlled by state feedback method,the RBF was used to compensate for
the uncertainty, the accurate mathematical model is not necessary in the proposed control
scheme,it can realize the robust control for the plant with uncertain factors such as
external disturbance and parameter changes.
4.1. Control Rule for the Nominal Model Part
Supposed:


e1     d


 e2     d

(12)

where d and  d is the desired value of  and  ,
Then


e1  e2


1
1

e2  M n u1  M n h( , )   d

(13)

Take

v  M n 1[u1  hn ( ,  )]   d
 
 e1   0 1   e1   0 v
  0 0 e2  1 
e2 
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Then

e  Ae  Bv

(16)

0
0 1 
,B   .

1 
0 0

Where A  
Supposed

e 
k2   1   k1e1  k2 e2  Ke  v
e2 
e 
k2  e   1 
e2  .
,

 k1

K   k1
Where

(17)

The control rule is

u1  M n ( Ke   d )  hn ( ,  )

(18)

Put equation (17)into (15),we can get

 
 e1   0 1   e1   0  k k   e1 
2 

  0 0 e2  1  1
e2 
e
 2

(19)

Then

e  A1e
Where

A1  A  BK

(20)

.

By designing state feedback gain the closed loop poles can be the arbitrary point in the
state space by equation(20).
4.2. The design of the Sliding Mode Compensator When Upper Bound is Known
When there existed uncertainty,by equation(10),


e1  e2


1
1

e2  M n [u1  hn ( , )]   d  M n [u0   (t )]

(21)

Put equation(14)and equation(17)into equation(21),then


e1  e2


1

e2  Ke  M n [u0   (t )]
Define the sliding model function as:

s  ce1  e2

(22)

(23)

then

s  c e1  e2  ce2  e2

(24)

Define the Lyapunov function as follows:
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V

1 2
s
2

(25)

The

 1
 | s | 0

u0   sM n 1
 0
| s | 0


(26)

Where


   sce2  sKe | sM n 1 |  (t )

(27)

V  s s  s[ce2  Ke  M n 1 (u0 )   (t ))]
 s(ce2  Ke)  ( sM n 1 )u0  sM n 1  (t )
 s(ce2  Ke)    sM n 1  (t )




  | sM n 1 |  (t )  sM n 1  (t )   | sM n 1 |  (t ) | sM n 1 ||  (t ) |

(28)



| sM n 1 | (|  (t ) |   (t ))  0
The equation(26)changed as:


 | M n | (ce2  Ke  sgn( s) sgn( M n )  (t )) | s | 0
u0  
0
| s | 0



(29)

5. The Sliding Mode Compensator based on RBF Upper Bound
Adaptive Learning
The input of the RBF networks is x  [ ,  ] ,Output is the estimation of the upper
bound of uncertain parameters ˆ ( x,  ) ,

ˆ ( x, )  ˆ  ( x)
Where ̂  is weight value of the RBF,  ( x) is the gaussian function[12],
i ( x)  exp(

|| x  mi ||2

) i  1, 2,3

 i2
Where mi is central position of the ith nerve cell,  i is the width of the ith neurons,

(30)

(31)

The equation(29)changed as

 | M n | (ce2  Ke)  sgn( s)sgn( M n ) ˆ (t ) | s | 0

u0  
0
| s | 0


*
Assumption 1 the optimal weights  of RBF meet:

(32)



*T ( x)   (t )   ( x)  1

(33)

Assumption 2 the upper bound of the uncertain parameters meet:


 (t ) |  (t ) |  0  1

(34)

Define the Lyapunov function as
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V

1 2 1 1 T
s    
2
2

(35)

where     ˆ
Adjust the weights online by using the adaptive algorithm, take
*

ˆ   | sM n 1 |  ( x)

(36)

 | M n 1 | ( 0  1 )  0

(37)

Then

V  ss  1T ˆ
 s (ce2  Ke)    sM n 1  (t )   1 T ˆ
  | sM n 1 | ˆ T  ( x)  sM n 1  (t )   1 T ˆ
  | sM n 1 | (ˆ T  ( x)   (t )   (t ))  sM n 1  (t )   1 T ˆ
  | sM n 1 | (ˆ T  ( x)   (t )) | sM n 1 | (  (t )  |  (t ) |)   1 T ˆ
  | sM n 1 | (ˆ T  ( x)  ˆ *T  ( x)   ( x)) | sM n 1 | (  (t )  |  (t ) |)

(ˆ T  ˆ *T ) | sM n 1 |  ( x)
  | sM n 1 |  ( x) | sM n 1 | (  (t ) |  (t ) |)
| sM n 1 ||  ( x) |  | sM n 1 | (  (t ) |  (t ) |)

(38)

| sM n 1 | (|  ( x) | (  (t ) |  (t ) |))
By Assumption 1

|  ( x) | 1

By Assumption 2

(39)

| (  (t )  |  (t ) |)   0

Then

(40)

|  ( x) | (  (t )  |  (t ) |)  1   0

(41)

V   | sM n 1 | ( 0  1 )   | S | 0

(42)

then

6. Numerical Simulation
We has implemented the proposed algorithm in the branch Virtual Axis Machine
Tool in the Matlab simulation platform to verify the proposed algorithm’s
validity[13] ,supposed the control plant as:

x1  x2


 x2  25 x2  133u  d (t )
The input of the RBF is  x1

(43)

x2  , take the initial value of w as 0.1 0.1 0.1 , the
T

initial value of m are random between -1~1,take the initial value of  as

0.2

0.2 0.2 , the initial state of the system is  0.5 0 , d (t ) is 0.5sin(2 t ) ,the
T

simulations are shown in the Figure 3 to Figure 8,the Figure 3 is position tracking by
using sliding model control without compensation, the Figure 4 is position tracking of
sliding model control with upper bound adaptive learn compensation, the Figure 5 is
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position tracking error by using sliding model control without compensation, the Figure 6
is position tracking error of sliding model control with upper bound adaptive learn
compensation, from Figure3 to 6 we can get that the proposed control scheme based on
upper bound adaptive learn compensation have the features of good position tracking and
fasting convergence, the Figure 7 is the control input of the sliding model control without
compensation,the Figure 8 is the control input of the sliding model control with upper
bound adaptive learn compensation, from Figure7 to 8 we can get that the changing of
control input is more smooth than the sliding model control without compensation, then
the chattering are reduced.

Figure 3. Sliding Model Control Position Tracking Without
Compensation

Figure 4. Sliding Model Control Position Tracking with Upper Bound
Adaptive Learn Compensation
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Figure 5. Sliding Model Control Position Tracking Error without
Compensation

Figure 6. Sliding Model Control Position Tracking Error with Upper Bound
Adaptive Learn
Compensation

Figure 7. Control Input of the Sliding Model Control without Compensation
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Figure 8. The Control Input of the Sliding Model Control with Upper
Bound Adaptive Learn Compensation

7. Conclusions
Virtual axis machine tool is widely used in the machining process of complicated
curved surface, it has the features with big stiffness , high precision, tight structure, small
motion inertia, good cutting stability and so forth, but the performance of the virtual axis
machine tool will be affected by the uncertainty , take the problem that the upper bound of
the interference of the actual system are unable to be measured into considering, in this
paper, a sliding model control scheme with upper bound adaptive learning based on RBF
networks, and the proposed scheme is realized in the MATLAB platform. The simulation
results revealed that compared with the traditional sliding model control, the proposed
control algorithm has the following good performance.
(1)The proposed control scheme based on upper bound adaptive learn compensation
have the features of good position tracking and fasting convergence.
(2)The changing of control input is smoother than the sliding model control without
compensation, then the chattering are reduced.
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